
A PROUD HERITAGE OF EXPERIENCE AND QUALITY

135 Bottle* Triple-Zone 
Wine and Beverage Cooler
EL-BWC30TB-S
The new EL-BWC30TB-S Wine Cooler & Drawer 
brings an element of class and elegance to any 
room. This premium wine & beverage cooler will 
allow you to store your collection in the optimal 
conditions so that your favorite wine and beverages 
can be kept at respective temperatures. An easy-to-
use digital control panel with LED readout allows you 
to set the individual cooling zones at three different 
temperatures to ensure that your goodies, wine 
bottles and beverage cans are maintained properly. 
This unit features the glass door with pole handle in 
the upper section for wine storage and two drawers 
with stainless steel exterior and horizontal handle in 
the lower section for beverage storage. Gliding metal 
wire racks with 53mm high wooded lip, stainless 
steel drawers and glass door give a stylish look to 
this unit while providing you with easy access to your 
favorite wine and beverages. This attractive and 
modern Wine Cooler & Drawer is designed to be a 
worthy home for all of your finest collections.

Wine shelves extend 90% for 
easy access

Integrated storage accessory 
and sliding upper basket

Drawers use heavy duty 
stainless steel ball bearing glides

Three independently controlled 
temperature zones

Features:
30” wide beverage tower offers ample storage. 
Will hold up to 135 bottles* of wine and 100 plus 
beverage cans
Offers three independently controlled temperature 
zones - two wine and one beverage  
Upper wine zone stores up to 60 bottles* of wine 
between 47°F - 56°F. The lower zone stores up to 
75 bottles* of wine between between 55°F - 65°F
The beverage drawers store up to 100 beverage 
cans between 39°F - 47°F
Sturdy wire shelves trimmed in natural beechwood 
extend 90%
Insulated dual pane glass door locks in the cold
LED interior display lights
Built in or free standing application
Right hand swing only, not field reversible.
Warranty: 1 year parts and labor
Dimensions inches (WxDxH): 29.5” x 26.9” x 74”

*Bottle capacity based on a standard Boredeaux style bottle, 
2.75” diameter and 11.75” high
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